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Arnold Fawcus, who died in London in June 1979, aged sixty-one, was the owner of the Trianon Press in Paris and in that capacity has been for thirty years the mainspring of the William Blake Trust. By his premature death the Trustees have lost the highly skilled producer and trusted publisher of the quite remarkable series of books made in facsimile from Blake’s illuminated books and prints, together with a few from Samuel Palmer’s etchings and drawings. As Chairman of the Trust I have been parted from a wonderful friend.

Arnold’s parentage was mixed British and American, his chief allegiance being to his American mother, but he somehow came to speak French with greater ease than English. His career began with a scholarship in history at Trinity College, Cambridge. He was also, in spite of his small stature, an athlete. This led to his becoming a leading exponent of the art of skiing and so, in the early days of the second world war, to working as instructor of American troops in Alpine warfare. Having completed this task he was for a time in doubt as to his further occupation, but then decided to join the American Secret Service. Presumably owing to his competence in the French language, he was set to identifying German spies in France. Working from London, he was entrusted with the Ultra-Secret concerning the reading of German codes. He was successful in this very special and romantic-sounding occupation, but was never in any danger and never killed anyone. Most of his spies were induced to work in a double capacity for their own advantage and so to the satisfaction of everyone—except perhaps the Enemy—but this they did not know.

After the Armistice, Arnold was again in doubt how to use his talents, but eventually chose to embark on a business as publisher of fine books in color facsimile, using the technique of collotype prints colored by hand through stencils, a process developed only in Paris. He started with a younger partner, but soon preferred to carry on alone. I was always told he was “difficult to work with,” this being clearly due to his built-in perfectionism, without which he could never have made a success of his exacting profession. At an early stage he had become involved in the production of facsimile reproductions of prehistoric cave paintings for the Abbé Breuil; the Abbé became so dependent on him, appreciating his integrity and skill, that he became in effect the Abbé’s adopted son, and inherited most of his worldly goods, with the duty of supporting the old man’s lifelong assistant, Miss Boyle, on the proceeds of his bequest, for as long as she lived.

I accordingly sought out the Directors of the Trianon Press in Paris and we came to terms for the execution of the work. The result was the well known facsimile of Blake’s masterpiece, the unique colored copy of his last great Prophetic Poem (1951). From this time Arnold became the official producer and publisher for the Trustees of the Blake Trust, and my close friend. He continued to produce other books, notably the work on the Romanesque sculptures by Gilbertus at Autun Cathedral. This was a great success and served to restore to the French nation an outstanding work of art which seemed to have been forgotten. But his main preoccupation was working with all his creative concentration on the Blake Trust books.

At the outset Arnold knew nothing about Blake and his work, but he soon became imbued with the same enthusiasm as ourselves and a determination to serve Blake and the aims of the Trustees as well as he knew how. The outcome of his efforts is there for all to see and forms in my estimation one of the most remarkable events ever seen in the history of fine book production, but it must be remembered that the Trust is an "Educational Charity" and that its achievements have only been made possible by the generosity of our American benefactors, who have wished to pay tribute to the creative powers of our English Blake.

Arnold devoted thirty years of his life to the same cause and I am glad of this opportunity to record the gratitude of the Trustees to him for his matchless efforts on our behalf.
Arnold's life-style consisted of many endearing eccentricities. He did not care to own stocks and shares, and made a little "profit" out of his efforts for the Trust. He preferred to have unusual properties such as a vintage Bugatti motor car and to live in derelict French chateaux. Thus he owned two enormous castles, one in the Jura and one in Burgundy. He made it his business gradually to restore them to viability and in Burgundy, as a sideline, he became internationally known as a grower of magnificent blue delphiniums, which people traveled many miles to see. This was done entirely for pleasure, not for gain. It was a joy to stay as his guest in these remarkable surroundings as I was allowed to do on many occasions. Any friend of Arnold's was given many generous signs of his devotion. Being more than thirty years older than he, I became, as he told me, another of his adopted fathers.

Arnold left unfinished four important productions for the Blake Trust. One, a facsimile of the manuscript of An Island in the Moon, with an essay by Dr. Michael Phillips, will soon be published. The three others, Lister's Catalogue Raisonné of Palmer's etchings with more than a hundred reproductions, the large package of Blake's Book of Job, and Martin Butlin's great Catalogue of Blake's Works will follow during the next twelve months.

Arnold's widow, Julie, has bravely assumed the direction of the Trianon Press until these works are done. The William Blake Trust, its task completed, will then be terminated in its present form.

**Corrections**

The *Blake* staff would like to apologize for an error in the title of Thomas V. Lange's article in volume 13, number 1. The title should have read *An Engraving of Wollstonecraft After Opie*.

**The English in Rome**

On 29 September a public symposium entitled The English in Rome was held at the Yale Center for British Art. The program was designed to examine the cultural milieu of Rome at the end of the eighteenth century from the perspectives of various disciplines. The papers read focused not only on the artistic and physical environment encountered by the expatriates of this period but also on the environment of ideas. Concurrent with the symposium was an exhibit at the British Art Center, *The Fuseli Circle in Rome*. The exhibit was designed to assess and define the stylistic and thematic innovations of an international group of artists associated with Fuseli in Rome in the 1770s.

A theoretical introduction to the subject of the symposium was presented by Frederick J. Cummings, Director, The Detroit Institute of Arts, who spoke on The Beginnings of Romanticism. Presented to enlarge the disciplinary scope of the program were Gibbon, Burke and the Sublime by Martin Price, Thomas E. Donnelly Professor of English, Yale University, and Roman Impressions: Some Personal Views by Patricia Meyer Spacks, Professor of English, Yale University. Following these papers was a public tour conducted by Nancy Pressly, Guest Curator for the exhibition.

In the afternoon Jules David Prown, Professor of Art History, Yale University, discussed the ramifications of Rome and the antique in Benjamin West, Antiquity, and the American Indian. Fuseli's Use of the Antique was presented by Gert Schiff, Professor of Fine Arts, Institute of Fine Arts, New York University. The Center's Curator of Prints and Drawings, Andrew Wilton, ended the papers with *William Pars in Rome.*